Distractors presented contralateral to a visual target inhibit the generation of saccades within a precise temporal window (Buonocore & McIntosh, 2008; Reingold & Stampe, 2002; Walker, Kentridge, & Findlay, 1995) . The greatest 'dip' of saccadic inhibition typically occurs at about 90 ms after distractor onset, with a subsequent recovery period showing an elevated frequency of saccades. It is not yet known how the spatial properties of the distractor stimulus influence the saccadic inhibition signature. To study this, we manipulated the size and the field of presentation of the distractor in four experiments. Experiment 1 demonstrated that the size of a distractor in the contralateral field is logarithmically related to the magnitude of the saccadic inhibition dip. This implies that the probability of a planned saccade being inhibited increases logarithmically with the size of the distractor. Experiment 2 showed a qualitatively similar but more pronounced effect of size for distractors in the ipsilateral field. Experiment 3 compared the effects of contralateral and ipsilateral distractors directly using a within-subjects design, confirming the more pronounced impact of ipsilateral distractors. Experiment 4 replicated the more pronounced effect of ipsilateral distractors in a task in which target side was unpredictable, confirming that the effect does not result merely from participants preparing in advance to ignore events on one side. We suggest that participants are more able to resist contralateral distraction during target selection, as they can more effectively withdraw attention from locations remote from the target than from locations close to it.
Introduction
Irrelevant visual information presented at locations remote from the goal of an eye movement can cause increases in saccadic reaction time (SRT). This slowing persists even when the target location is predictable (Braun & Breitmeyer, 1990; Buonocore & McIntosh, 2008; Walker, Kentridge, & Findlay, 1995; Walker et al., 1997; Weber & Fischer, 1994) , so that the distractor cannot be cognitively mistaken for a competing target. The standard approach to this so called Remote Distractor Effect (RDE) has been to measure the average increase of SRTs, and study how this changes with distractor characteristics (Walker, Kentridge, & Findlay, 1995; Walker et al., 1997) . For instance, Walker et al. (1997) mapped the effects of distractors at different locations, and found the greatest retardation for distractors at the point of fixation, with the effect decreasing monotonically with distractor eccentricity in the field contralateral to the target. By contrast, ipsilateral distractors did not affect the latency of an eye movement, but modified its amplitude. The authors suggested that distractors retard saccade execution by stimulating an extended network of fixation neurones in the medial layers of the superior colliculus (Findlay & Walker, 1999; Gandhi & Keller, 1997) .
Further insights into the effect of irrelevant visual information on saccade execution have been provided by Reingold and Stampe (1999 , 2000 , 2002 , 2003 . Across diverse visual tasks (e.g. reading, scene viewing, target-elicited saccades) and classic oculomotor paradigms (e.g. pro-saccades, anti-saccades, gap and overlap conditions), a brief visual transient (usually a large flash) produced a very regular dip in the SRT distribution. The dip was tightly specific in time, emerging 60-70 ms after distractor onset and reaching its maximal level at around 90 ms, with saccadic frequency returning to normal levels by 120-130 ms, followed by a rebound phase (Reingold & Stampe, 2002) . This is the characteristic signature of 'saccadic inhibition' (SI).
Following on from this work, we have confirmed that SI is a key mechanism underlying the increase in SRTs associated with contralateral distractors, classically measured as the RDE (Buonocore & McIntosh, 2008 ). An important corollary of this unification of phenomena is that the study of average SRTs can no longer be considered an adequate method by which to characterise the effects of distractors upon saccade execution. Instead, a more detailed analysis of the SRT distribution is required. One reason is simply that the characteristic SI dip can create markedly bimodal SRT distributions, which will not be appropriately characterised by any measure of central tendency. Nor do such global metrics provide any detail about how the saccadic distribution has been modified.
These details, however, are important for understanding, and for modelling saccade generation. Reingold and Stampe (2002) proposed a conceptual account of SI based on interactions between different neuronal populations in the oculomotor map of the intermediate layers of the superior colliculus. According to this account, target onset is followed by a burst of activity in the buildup neurons coding for that location, and subsequent distractors induce SI by stimulating a distinct population of buildup neurons, which laterally-inhibit the target-related activation (Munoz & Istvan, 1998; Olivier, Dorris, & Munoz, 1999) , and/or by stimulating fixation neurones, which are antagonistic to saccade execution (Findlay & Walker, 1999; Gandhi & Keller, 1997; Walker et al., 1997) . Bompas and Sumner (2011) showed recently that such accounts can be implemented accurately by certain computational models of saccade generation that mimic facilitation and inhibition of buildup and burst neurons. One such model is DINASAUR (dual-input neural accumulation with selective and automatic rises), which descends from the neuronal field model of Kopecz, 1995 (cf. Trappenberg et al., 2001 Usher & McClelland, 2001) . Within DINA-SAUR, buildup neuron activity changes primarily as a function of its input signals, which include a rapid and transient exogenous signal (the afferent stimulus), a sustained endogenous signal (top-down factors), and lateral inhibition and facilitation from other buildup neurons in the oculomotor map (see Bompas and Sumner (2011) for fuller details). To fully constrain and parameterise such models requires richer empirical data on the effects of exogenous target and distractor characteristics (e.g. luminance, chromaticity, size, location), as well as endogenous factors (e.g. current task context, target and distractor predictability), and the nature of lateral interactions.
The purpose of the present study is to provide a more detailed empirical description of the effects of distractor size and location. Remarkably few studies have investigated this question to any degree, even within a traditional RDE framework, and results have been inconsistent. Vitu et al. (2006) studied the effect of letterstring distractors presented at fixation, and found that SRTs increased with string size, though the effect levelled out after a certain eccentricity (1.24-1.55°). White, Gegenfurtner, and Kerzel (2005) found a different, counterintuitive pattern, that pink noise distractors at fixation produced a larger RDE when they were small than when they were large. The distractor stimuli used in these two studies (letters and spatially-unconfined objects) were somewhat unusual, and the differences between them further hamper a comparison of the effects of distractor size between the studies.
There have been similarly few studies incorporating manipulations of distractor size within an SI framework. In a book chapter on applied aspects of eye movements, Reingold and Stampe (2003) reported stronger saccadic inhibition for a 10°distractor than for a 1°distractor, for both contralateral and ipsilateral distractors. The characteristic SI dip was deeper for the larger distractor, especially when presented in the field ipsilateral to the target. This change in dip magnitude was also associated with an extended dip duration, at least for ipsilateral distractors (the effect of size on dip duration failed to reach significance for contralateral distractors). Reingold and Stampe's (2003) observations were made within a free reading task, and contrasted two distractor sizes only. The generalisation of the effect to other saccadic tasks thus needs to be confirmed, and the nature of the function relating distractor size to dip magnitude has yet to be mapped.
A further exploration of the distractor size effect was made by Edelman and Xu (2009, Experiment 3; p. 1231) , who used five contralateral distractor sizes varying from 0.25°to 4°by successive doublings. They recorded a monotonic non-linear increase in SI dip magnitude with distractor size, but which was significant in one participant only. The small number of participants (only the two authors), coupled with the relatively small range of distractor sizes, and the use of a memory-guided saccadic task, make it hard to generalise from these results. Moreover, distractor size was varied on the contralateral side only, so the ipsilateral-contralateral differences suggested by Reingold and Stampe (2003) could not be confirmed. These issues are clearly ripe for a more systematic investigation, within a more standard saccadic task.
A key assumption of the above-mentioned DINASAUR model is that the character of the exogenous signal associated with a visual stimulus is unaffected by whether that stimulus is a target or distractor. Bompas and Sumner (2011) demonstrated this equivalence with respect to stimulus contrast, showing that the reduced latency and increased amplitude of the SI dip induced by increasing distractor contrast was highly correlated, within subjects, with the reduction in SRT for the same manipulation of target contrast. On this principle, the effect of distractor size upon the SI profile should be congruent with the effect of visual target size on SRT. Unfortunately, the behavioural literature is surprisingly unclear on this point. Two studies have reported no influence of target size on SRTs (Kowler & Blaser, 1995; McGowan et al., 1998) . Other studies have found a decrease in SRT for target sizes varying from 0.39°to 1.13° (Perron & Hallett, 1995) , and an increase of latency for target sizes between 5°and 15° (Ploner, Ostendorf, & Dick, 2004) . Added to the uncertain effects of distractor size, reviewed earlier (Edelman & Xu, 2009; Vitu et al., 2006; White, Gegenfurtner, & Kerzel, 2005) , the effect of stimulus size on the exogenous signal would seem to need further examination.
DINASAUR also makes clear predictions about the modulation of SI with distractor location, but the behavioural data are again more messy. A common property of neuronally-inspired models is the co-existence of facilitatory and inhibitory spatial interactions within the ocuolomotor map (see also : Dorris, Olivier, & Munoz, 2007; Trappenberg et al., 2001 ). These models predict inhibitory interactions between target and distractor signals in spatially competition, but facilitation of exogenous signals when the distractor is in close proximity to the target (Bompas & Sumner, 2011; Dorris, Olivier, & Munoz, 2007; Marino et al., 2012; Meeter, Van der Stigchel, & Theeuwes, 2010; Trappenberg et al., 2001) . The inhibitory effect of contralateral distractors is not in doubt, but Bompas and Sumner (2011) unexpectedly found neither inhibitory nor facilitatory effects of ipsilateral distractors immediately adjacent to the target. To accommodate this result, they added a refractory period to their DINASAUR model, proposing that facilitatory interactions cannot occur for exogenous signals too close to one another in time (<60 ms). This could explain their own data, whilst not excluding the possibility that ipsilateral distractors at longer delays might have substantial effects.
The present experiments are designed to more fully describe the influence of distractor size and location on SI. Our data show that increasing distractor size increases the magnitude of the SI dip in a logarithmic fashion, and is also associated with more subtle increases in dip duration. These effects are qualitatively similar for distractors in either hemifield, but are quantitatively much stronger in the ipsilateral case. We suggest that participants are more able to resist contralateral distraction, as they can more fully withdraw attention from locations remote from the target, than from locations close to it.
Materials and methods for Experiment 1

Participants
Eight volunteers (three males, five females) aged between 18 and 30 years participated. All were free from neurological and visual impairments. This experiment was conducted in accordance with the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki, with the approval of the University of Edinburgh Psychology Research Ethics Committee.
Apparatus and stimuli
Stimuli were white on black, presented on a 17 inch CRT monitor (1024 Â 768 pixels) at 100 Hz. Participants were seated with their head in a chin rest and their eyes horizontally and vertically aligned with the centre of the screen at a distance of 80 cm. Eye movements were recorded with the EyeLink 1000 system (detection algorithm: pupil and corneal reflex; 1000 Hz sampling). Each trial began with drift correction and a tone accompanying the onset of a 0.50°central fixation cross. The saccadic target was a 0.5°s quare (physical dimension: 20 Â 20 pixels), which onset at 5°e ccentricity in the right visual field after an interval varying randomly between 500 and 1000 ms. In some trials, a 0.5°wide rectangular distractor was presented 5°to the left of fixation, with its vertical centre aligned with fixation. Its height varied from 0.5°to $16°across six distractor conditions, by successive doublings. The delay between target and distractor was determined per participant according to their saccadic reaction times (SRT) in the preliminary baseline block (see Section 2.3). The fixation cross, target and distractor offset simultaneously, 700 ms after target onset.
Procedure
Participants were required to fixate the cross and to move their eyes to the target as soon as it appeared. In the preliminary baseline block, the target was presented for 50 trials with no distractor. The median baseline SRT was used to determine the timing of distractor (D) onset in the main experiment, according to the formula: D onset = median baseline SRT -90 ms. Thus, the timing was arranged so that the expected maximum dip of SI (90 ms after distractor onset) would coincide approximately with the peak of the baseline SRT distribution (see Reingold and Stampe (2002) for similar procedures). In practice, the mean of the median baseline SRTs was 212 ms (SD: 12.81 ms), so the mean distractor onset across participants was 120 ms after target onset.
In the main experiment, the target was presented alone (T trials) or with a distractor (TD trials) of one of six sizes. Each of the seven conditions occurred eight times per block, shuffled randomly. Each participant completed three sessions of 10 blocks, for a total of 1680 trials (240 per condition), except for one participant, who completed only two sessions. A five point-calibration on the horizontal and vertical axes was run at the beginning of each session and after three consecutive blocks. Additional calibrations were run if the participant moved their head from the chinrest.
Results for Experiment 1
Saccades with a latency of less than 70 ms (2.7%), of more than 500 ms (0.3%), of less than 1°amplitude (2.5%), and saccades made in the wrong direction (2.5%) were excluded. For the remaining trials, a full analysis of the SRT distributions was conducted according to the method of Buonocore and McIntosh (2008) .
1 For each participant and condition, a percentage frequency histogram of SRTs was created (bin width 4 ms), and a seven-point moving-windowaverage smoothing function was applied (Fig. 1A) . The resultant histogram for the T condition was subtracted, bin-by-bin, from the histogram for each TD condition.
To depict the overall effect of size, these difference histograms were aligned to distractor onset and then averaged across subjects for each TD condition. Fig. 1B shows that the typical SI profile was present for all six TD conditions. Inspection of the SI profiles in Fig. 1B suggests that the temporal evolution of the dip is similar across conditions: the dip begins at 55-65 ms after distractor onset, with its nadir at around $85 ms, and recovers by 110-120 ms, with a rebound phase thereafter. However, the magnitude (i.e. depth) of the dip varies with distractor size.
These impressions were confirmed by extracting three key parameters from the difference histogram per condition per participant: (1) magnitude (minimum of the difference histograms without sign), (2) L max (time to the minimum), (3) duration (the time spanning between 50% of the dip minimum on either side of the minimum). The group means of these parameters for each TD condition are shown in Table 1 , along with the outcomes of repeatedmeasures ANOVAs by TD condition. As Table 1 shows, only dip magnitude was modulated significantly by distractor size. The relation between dip magnitude and distractor size is best described by a logarithmic function y = À0.27ln(x) À 1.47, r 2 = 0.97
In order to relate these changes in SI parameters to more standard saccadic parameters, we additionally entered each participant's median saccadic amplitudes and SRTs into separate repeated-measures ANOVAs by condition (T, TD05, TD1, TD2, TD4, TD8, TD16). Saccades to the 5°eccentricity target were spatially accurate (mean 5.12°, SD = 0.55), and amplitude was unaffected by condition [F(6, 42) = 1.05; p = 0.41]. For SRTs, the effect of condition was highly reliable [F(6, 42) = 3.77; p < 0.005]. Planned contrasts comparing each TD against the T condition found an individually reliable elevation of SRT for the 16°distractor only [TD16: F(1, 7) = 8.824; p < 0.05]. Nonetheless, a trend analysis showed a strong linear fit (y = 0.78x + 205.61; r 2 = 0.98) across the six distractor conditions ( Fig. 1D ), which may be contrasted with the logarithmic function describing the change in SI dip magnitude (Fig. 1C) . Experiment 1 shows that the probability of a saccade being inhibited by a contralateral distractor increases logarithmically with distractor size. This non-linear relation emerges clearly from an analysis of SRT distributions, though not from a simple consideration of average SRT. Experiment 2 investigates whether a similar pattern of interference is induced by an ipsilateral distractor.
Materials and methods for Experiment 2
4.1. Participants, apparatus, stimuli and procedure Six (2 males, 4 females) volunteers from the University of Edinburgh aged between 23 and 30 years participated. Apparatus, stimuli and procedure for Experiment 2 were similar to those for Experiment 1, but distractors were presented in the ipsilateral rather than the contralateral field. Ipsilateral distractors were presented at the same eccentricity as in Experiment 1, which entailed that they were presented at the same eccentricity as the target (i.e. behind the target). To distinguish the target visually from the distactor, the target was a grey circle (diameter physical size: 20 px, 0.5°; 60% RGB values). The fixation cross was also grey.
The distractor stimuli were identical to those in Experiment 1, except that the smallest distractor, which would have been almost entirely occluded by the target, was omitted. Distractor height thus varied from $1°to $16°across five distractor conditions, by 1 In principle, this subtraction procedure might be prone to artefacts, in that the apparent dip magnitude could be affected by which part of the baseline distribution it coincides with. This should not present a problem in the present studies, in which distractors were individually timed to impact the median point of the baseline SRT distribution. However, as a safeguard, we reanalysed the data from following an alternative procedure, which expresses the change in saccade frequency as a proportion of the baseline frequency (Bompas & Sumner, 2011) . This proportional method closely replicated the results from our subtraction method: the magnitude of the dip increased logarithmically (y = 0.08(x) + 0.44; R 2 = 0.98) and L max remained stable across distractor sizes. Given this consistency between the two analysis methods, subsequent experiments are analysed by the subtraction method only.
successive doublings. The mean of the median baseline SRTs recorded in the preliminary target only trials was 231 ms (SD 55.6 ms), so distractor onset across participants for the main experiment was set at 140 ms (i.e. median baseline SRT -90 ms).
In the main experiment, the target was presented alone (T trials) or with a distractor (TD trials) of one of five sizes. Each of the six conditions occurred eight times per block, shuffled randomly. Each participant completed three sessions of 10 blocks, for a total of 1440 
Results for Experiment 2
Saccades with a latency of less than 70 ms (1.7%) or more than 500 ms (0.8%), saccades of less than 1°amplitude (0.2%), and saccades made in the wrong direction (1.8%) were excluded. In order to analyse the distractor-related changes in SRT distributions, for the remaining data, we followed the steps described for Experiment 1. The average histograms indicate that distractor onset had an impact on the SRT distributions ( Fig. 2A) , and the average dips show that the typical SI profile was clearly present for all five TD conditions, though very weak for TD1 (Fig. 2B) . As in Experiment 1, the dip begins between 50 and 70 ms after distractor onset, with its nadir at around $95 ms after distractor onset, and recovers by 110-120 ms, with a rebound phase thereafter. Preliminary inspection of the average dips suggests that the effect of distractor size on dip magnitude was even more pronounced than in Experiment 1.
To test these impressions, the dip parameters (magnitude, L max , duration) were extracted from the difference histograms of each participant and entered into repeated-measures ANOVAs by condition (Table 1 -Experiment 2). The ANOVAs showed that that the timing of the dip was constant, whilst its magnitude was affected by distractor size. Trend analysis showed a strong non-linear relation between distractor size and dip magnitude [F(1, 5) = 26.06; p < 0.005], such that increasing distractor size reduced the probability of generating a saccade logarithmically (Fig. 2C) . These results for ipsilateral distractors thus replicate the pattern found for contralateral distractors in Experiment 1. This correspondence suggests that SI has the same character, and presumably similar mechanisms, across the visual field (see Discussion). Visual comparison across experiments (Fig. 2C) suggests that the effect of size on dip magnitude is more pronounced for ipsilateral than contralateral distractors. This will be tested formally in Experiment 3.
Dip duration was also affected by distractor size, and trend analysis showed a non-linear relation with distractor size [F(4, 20) = 23.77; p < 0.01]. This increase in dip duration is consistent with Reingold and Stampe's (2003) report of a greater dip duration for a 10°than a 1°distractor. On the other hand, it is superficially inconsistent with the findings of Experiment 1, since contralateral distractor size did not significantly modulate dip duration in that experiment. We suggest that this trend was in fact present in Experiment 1 (see Table 1 ), but failed to reach significance because the SI induced by the contralateral distractor was overall less robust that that induced by an ipsilateral distractor.
As in Experiment 1, we also analysed standard saccadic parameters, entering each participant's median saccadic amplitudes and SRTs into separate repeated-measures ANOVAs by condition (T, TD1, TD2, TD4, TD8, TD16). Saccadic amplitude was well-scaled in the target only condition (Mean: 5.5°; SD: 0.2°) but showed a main effect of the distractor [F(5, 25) = 6.14; p < 0.005]. Simple contrasts against the baseline showed that, while the three smallest distractor sizes were as accurate as the control condition, the largest and the second-largest distractors induced a small reduction (0.12°) in saccadic amplitude [TD8-T: F(5, 25) = 7.18; p < 0.05; TD16-T: F(5, 25) = 6.869; p < 0.05].
As shown in Fig. 2D , SRTs were strongly influenced by distractor size [F(5, 25) = 4.30; p < 0.01]. Simple contrasts against the baseline showed that the largest distractor induced a significant slowing [TD16: F(1, 5) = 6.83, p < 0.05] while the influence of the other distractors did not reach significance [p > 0.08]. In contrast to the linear effects of size observed in Experiment 1, the SRTs were distributed non-linearly across distractor sizes, mirroring the effect on the magnitude.
Experiment 2 confirms that the logarithmic influence of distractor size on dip magnitude extends to ipsilateral distractors, and further implies that there is an associated, though more subtle, extension of dip duration in distractor conditions. Visual comparison of the data from Experiments 1 and 2 (Fig. 2C) effect of distractor size on dip magnitude is stronger for ipsilateral distractors, such that the dip was more pronounced for all distractors larger than 2°. However, it is hard to draw firm conclusion from this comparison, as Experiments 1 and 2 were run in different groups of participants, and with slightly different target characteristics. Experiment 3 was thus designed to compare directly the effect of contralateral and ipsilateral distractors using a withinsubjects design.
Discussion of Experiments 1 and 2
The main finding of Experiments 1 and 2 is the logarithmic relationship between the size of distractor and the magnitude of the dip it induces, implying that the probability of inhibition of a given saccade increases logarithmically with distractor size. This general relationship held for contralateral and ipsilateral distractors, suggesting common mechanisms across the visual field. The data add considerable detail to prior studies that suggested increased inhibition with larger distractors (Edelman & Xu, 2009; Reingold & Stampe, 2003; Vitu et al., 2006) . On the other hand, they appear to conflict with White, Gegenfurtner, and Kerzel (2005) finding that increasing the size of a central distractor diminished its inhibitory influence. As noted in the Introduction, it is hard to compare White and colleagues' experiment directly with other studies. One consideration may be that White and colleagues' pink noise patch distractors were less spatially-coherent objects than the high contrast rectangles we used, and increasing patch size may have further reduced their spatial coherence (cf. Reingold & Stampe, 2003) . This would require empirical investigation, but it seems more plausible than the alternative idea that our distractor size effects would reverse direction for distractors at fixation.
Distractor effects have been hypothesised to depend upon inhibitory interactions in the intermediate layer of the superior colliculus (see Buonocore & McIntosh, 2008; Findlay & Walker, 1999; Reingold & Stampe, 2002) . Distractor onset may stimulate saccade buildup neurons coding for distractor location, and/or fixation neurons located in the rostral pole of the superior colliculus (Munoz & Wurtz, 1993a , 1993b , 1995a , 1995b , if the stimulation is not too eccentric (Findlay & Walker, 1999; Reingold & Stampe, 2002 , 2002 . The present experiment cannot distinguish between possible influences of fixation neurons and build-up neurons. However, the behavioural character of SI dips can be captured very well by an implementation of the DINASAUR model in which the distractor has its influence through buildup neurons, showing that a parsimonious account of these distractor effects need not require fixation neurons to be directly activated (Bompas & Sumner, 2011) . Within this framework, the reduced latency and increased amplitude of the dip induced by higher contrast distractors were modelled by concurrent modulation of the latency and amplitude parameters of the exogenous signal associated with the distractor. Our own data show modulation of dip magnitude (and, more weakly, duration) but not latency, suggesting that distractor size has a more specific influence on the exogenous signal, affecting only the amplitude component. (This difference allows us to exclude the possibility that our size effects are related to overall distractor brightness; brightness variations would anyway be insufficient to explain the large size effects observed). Within the model, this might be approximated by increasing the amplitude of a single exogenous signal, though it might be more accurate to model a larger distractor in terms of the co-occurence of multiple exogenous signals in adjacent parts of the oculomotor map, interacting so that the total combined signal increases with distractor size.
But why should dip magnitude be related logarithmically to distractor size? The relationship implies that the central portion of our distractors account for the most inhibition, with a diminishing contribution from additions at either end. If considering only contralateral distractors, we might have hypothesised that the central portion of the stimulus effects the greatest lateral inhibition because it is most directly opposite to the target (Edelman & Xu, 2009 ). However, the fact that the logarithmic relation holds for ipsilateral distractors shows that this cannot be a good general explanation (though we will later suggest that it may contribute to differences between contralateral and ipsilateral distraction). We instead propose that the diminishing value of further increases in distractor size may owe to reducing spatial specificity of the stimulus. A small distractor competes laterally with the target only, but as distractor extent increases, lateral inhibition may develop between the more spatially-distant buildup neurones that it stimulates, incorporating an 'internal' inhibition that increases with stimulus size (cf. Tandonnet, Massendari, & Vitu, 2012) . This might produce something resembling a Gaussian spread of activation across the entire distractor extent, with the peak exogenous signal at its core.
Whatever the precise neurophysiological basis for the logarithmic relationship, visual comparison of the data from Experiments 1 and 2 suggests that it is modified by distractor side. Specifically, Fig. 2C suggests that the effect of distractor size on dip magnitude is stronger for ipsilateral distractors, in that the dip was more pronounced for all distractors larger than 2°. However, it is hard to draw firm conclusion from this comparison, as Experiments 1 and 2 were run in different groups of participants, and with slightly different target characteristics. In particular, the target stimuli were of lower contrast than the ipsilateral distractors in Experiment 2, which could have boosted distractor influence. In Experiments 3 and 4, we explore the possible influence of distractor side more formally. Experiment 3 was designed to compare the effects of contralateral and ipsilateral distractors using a matched within-subjects design.
Materials and methods for Experiment 3
7.1. Participants, apparatus, stimuli and procedure Six (5 males, 1 female) volunteers from the University of Edinburgh aged between 20 and 30 years participated. Apparatus and procedure for Experiment 3 were identical to Experiment 1. Distractor stimuli were a subset of distractor sizes taken from Experiment 1: 2°, 4°and 8°. The experimental design consisted of seven distractor conditions in which the target could be presented alone or with a distractor [T plus 6 distractor conditions: three distractor sizes presented either contralateral (CD2, CD4, CD8) or ipsilateral (ID2, ID4, ID8) to the target]. Each participant completed 1680 trials in total, divided into three sessions of 10 blocks each, except for one participant, who completed only two sessions. The delay between target and distractor was determined for each participant as in Experiment 1.The mean of the median baseline SRTs for target only trials was 222 ms (SD 17.8 ms), so distractor onset was set at 130 ms after target onset (i.e. baseline SRT -90 ms) across participants.
Results for Experiment 3
Saccades with a latency under 70 ms (1.4%) or over 500 ms (0.5%), of less than 1°amplitude (0.8%), and saccades made in the wrong direction (2.3%) were excluded. For the remaining data, an analysis of the SRT distributions was carried out. As in the two prior experiments, each SI profile showed a clear SI dip: on average, the start of the dip was reached at 50-70 ms, the dip peaked around $85 ms after distractor onset, and recovered by $110-130 ms, with a rebound phase thereafter. The data also replicated the patterns observed across Experiments 1 and 2, in that the magnitude of the dip increased with distractor size, and this modulation was more pronounced for ipsilateral than for contralateral distractors (Fig. 3B) .
The means for the three parameters in each of distractor condition are reported in Table 1 -Experiment 3. Repeated measures ANOVAs by distractor side and size showed that the only parameter significantly affected by distractor size was the magnitude of the dip. Larger distractors increased dip magnitude and the side by size interaction confirms that this effect was larger on the ipsilateral side than on the contralateral side. Paired t-tests showed that dip magnitude was greater in the ID8 than in the CD8 condition (t = 3.76; df = 5; p < 0.05; Bonferroni corrected) while the two sides did not differ significantly at the other two distractor sizes (CD2 vs. ID2; CD4 vs. ID4). Dip duration was not significantly modulated by distractor size; but in common with the two prior experiments, larger distractors were generally associated with longerduration dips.
As in Experiment 2, we observed a slight reduction in saccadic amplitude with increasing distractor size [F(2, 10) = 14.56; p < 0.005]. Saccadic undershoot was also more pronounced for ipsilateral than for contralateral distractors (0.16°vs. 0.05°) [F(1, 5) = 13.17; p < 0.05]. Visual inspection of the SRT data in Fig. 3D suggests that, like dip magnitude, SRT was affected more by ipsilateral than by contralateral distractor size. However, a repeated-measures ANOVA by distractor side and size (CD2, CD4, CD8, ID2, ID4, ID8), conducted on the measured RDE (i.e. subtracting out the target-only SRT) for each distractor condition, found no significant effects. Moreover, a one-way t-test of the mean RDE against zero, collapsing across all distractor conditions, was also non-significant (t = 1.429; df = 5; p = 0.212), so no significant RDE in fact emerged in this task. This null RDE result, in the context of robust modulations of dip magnitude, illustrates once more that simple measures of central tendency can be relatively insensitive to variations in distractor effects.
Experiment 3 thus replicates the finding that increasing distractor size affects dip magnitude logarithmically (Experiment 1 and 2), and confirms that this effect can be more pronounced for ipsilateral distractors. Ipsilateral events are more distracting than contralateral events, at least at larger distractor sizes (>4°). A plausible account of this side difference would be that endogenous attention allows strong top-down inhibition of the distractor-related activation, provided that the distractor is spatially removed from the target. Within the DINASAUR model, this would equate to a boosting of the endogenous signal for the target relative to that for the distractor. This mechanism could be more effective in suppressing contralateral than ipsilateral distractors, since contralateral distractors are spatially more distinct from the target (the entire oculomotor map of one colliculus could in principle be suppressed where the distractor is in the contralateral hemifield).
Relative suppression of the non-target field, at the time of target selection, would be advantageous in any selective saccadic task in which irrelevant contralateral events can be expected. But in addition, our saccadic paradigm could potentially have promoted a more global enhancement of the target field. Target location was perfectly predictable, being always at 5°in the right hemifield, so participants could potentially pre-allocate attention to the expected location and away from the contralateral field. We call this preparatory suppression of the non-target field to distinguish it from the reactive suppression that could follow target onset. To assess the degree to which preparatory suppression accounts for our side difference, we ran Experiment 4, in which target side was made unpredictable. We chose a single distractor size of 8°, for which a clear side difference was observed in Experiment 3. If the side difference is a consequence of preparatory suppression of the non-target field, then it should disappear when the target location is unpredictable. stimuli and procedure for Experiment 4 were similar to those for Experiment 2, but only one distractor size was used (8°) and distractor onset was set at median baseline SRT -110 ms. The target stimulus (T) was presented randomly either on the left or the right side of the screen. Distractors were presented either ipsilaterally (ID8) or contralaterally (CD8) to target location. Participants were instructed to move their eyes to the target as soon as it appeared and to ignore all other visual events. The mean of the median baseline SRTs recorded in the preliminary target only trials was 213 ms (SD 34 ms) meaning that distractor onset across participants for the main experiment was estimated at 100 ms. The experiment comprised 15 blocks of 48 trials each. Not all the participants complete the entire experiment (the minimum number of trials accepted was 190 per condition).
Results for Experiment 4
Saccades with a latency of less than 70 ms (0.3%) or more than 500 ms (0.5%), saccades of less than 1°amplitude (0.2%), and saccades made in the wrong direction (2.6%) were excluded. To produce the distribution for each of the three conditions (T only, ID8 and CD8), SRTs were collapsed across direction. Calculation of distractor-related changes in SRT distributions then followed the steps described for the other experiments. The average dips show that the typical SI profile was present for both ipsilateral and contralateral distractors. The dip begins around 70 ms after distractor onset, with its nadir at around $90 ms after distractor onset, and recovers by 110 ms, with a rebound phase thereafter. Inspection of the average dips suggests that the ipsilateral distractors were more efficient than contralateral, confirming the comparison between the results from Experiment 1 and 2 and the direct test of size and location in Experiment 3.
A t-test by condition was run on the individually-estimated dip parameters (Table 1 -Experiment 4). The t-tests showed that the magnitude of the dip was affected by distractor location, with ipsilateral distractors producing greater inhibition than contralateral.
As for the other experiments, we also analysed participants' median saccadic amplitudes and SRTs via repeated-measures ANOVAs by distractor condition (absent, ipsilateral, contralateral) . Saccadic amplitude was well-scaled in the target only condition (Mean: 5.3°; SD: 0.37°) but showed a main effect of the distractor [F(2, 10) = 5.84; p < 0.05]. Simple contrasts against the baseline highlighted a reduction in saccadic amplitude (0.2°) for the ipsilateral distractor [ID8-T: F(1, 5) = 13.42; p < 0.05]. The same reduction was already reported in experiment 2 (TD8: 0.12°) and 3 (on average: 0.16°). SRTs were strongly influenced by distractor [F(2, 10) = 30.00; p < 0.005]. Simple contrasts against the baseline showed that the distractor induced a significant slowing [ID8-T: F(1, 5) = 28.37, p < 0.005; CD8-T: F(1, 5) = 34.36, p < 0.005].
Discussion of Experiments 3 and 4
Experiment 3 confirms that ipsilateral distractors, at least at larger sizes, are more powerful than contralateral distractors; and Experiment 4 shows that this effect is not specific to situations in which the target location is predictable. Comparison of the 8°dis-tractor data from Experiments 3 and 4 (see Table 1 ) suggests that target predictability might have had some small influence in aiding distractor suppression, especially on the contralateral side. Thus, dip magnitude was overall slightly smaller (2.67 vs. 3.24%) and the dip difference between sides slightly larger (0.79 vs. 0.59%) in Experiment 3, in which targets were predictable. A post hoc statistical comparison between experiments, however, suggests that these numerical trends are not significant, so we refrain from any stronger inferences.
2 The important point from Experiment 4 is that the greater power of larger ipsilateral distractors does not depend on target predictability, since a highly significant side effect remains even when target location is not know in advance. We suggest that the most important endogenous contribution to the overall asymmetry between ipsilateral and contralateral distractors arises during reactive distractor suppression at the stage of target selection, which can be more effective in the contralateral field. Moreover, at a neurophysiological level, inter-collicular inhibition has been reported to be weaker than intra-collicular inhibition (Munoz & Istvan, 1978) . If we accept that lateral inhibition is an important mechanism of SI, our side effect is also consistent with this feature of SC neurophysiology. However, it would be an oversimplification to emphasise a simple side difference, since what Experiment 3 actually revealed was an interaction between distractor size and side. Ipsilateral distractors were more disruptive than contralateral when distractor size was large (>4°), but ipsilateral and contralateral distractors had similar influences at smaller sizes (Fig. 2C even suggests that the effect of the smallest, 1°distractor was larger when in the contralateral field). Consideration of the lateral inhibition mechanism may help to account for this pattern of interaction. Our small ipsilateral distractors closely bounded the target, and lateral inhibition may be very weak at this proximity compared to that induced by directionally-opposite contralateral distractors. When distractors become larger, lateral inhibition mechanisms will be more comparable (possibly even greater within a hemifield: Munoz & Istvan, 1978) , and the added influence of endogenous distractor suppression may allow the effect of ipsilateral distractors to exceed that of contralateral distractors. This pattern is consistent with the congruency effect, described by Reingold and Stampe (2003) in a text-reading task, according to which a large distractor (10°) was more disruptive when presented in the direction of scanning, while the opposite pattern was present for a small distractor (1°).
Significant SI dips in our data for the smallest ipsilateral distractors are consistent with some prior observations (e.g. Edelman & Xu, 2009; Experiments 2a and 2b; Reingold & Stampe, 2003) , but unexpected within a neuronal-field model, such as DINASAUR. The model assumes short-range facilitation between closely-adjacent points on the motor map, so that a small distractor at the target location should summate with the target activation to facilitate saccade generation, rather than causing an inhibitory dip. However, this facilitatory interaction was modelled using a distractor in exact coincidence with the target position (Trappenberg et al., 2001 ). This exact spatial overlap can be mimicked in behavioural studies by using memory-guided saccades, with no target present at the time of response, under which conditions a distractor at the target location does indeed produce facilitation (Edelman & Xu, 2009 ; Experiment 1). In our own design, the target was present at the time of response, and even the smallest distractor stimulated regions outside of the target. A likely explanation for the occurrence of inhibition with ipsilateral distractors is thus that facilitation in the motor map is very tightly local, less than 0.25°around the target (i.e. our minimum distractor condition). A second possibility is that an additional, non-spatial inhibitory component contributes to the distractor effect, perhaps operating via an extended network of fixation neurons (Walker et al., 1997) . A detailed study of the effects of distractor eccentricity upon SI dips may shed further 2 A mixed-design ANOVA on dip magnitude for the 8°distractor, with the betweensubject factor of Experiment (3, 4) and the within-subject factor of distractor side (ipsilateral, contralateral) found only a significant main effect of side [F(1, 10) = 31.60; p < 0.0005], and no significant effect of experiment (p = 0.18) or significant interaction (p = 0.44).
light on this issue, since the contribution of fixation neurons should increase markedly in central vision.
An additional factor to consider is the timing of distractor onset. Neuronal-field models predict facilitation for distractors presented close to a target in both space and time (Trappenberg et al., 2001 ), but they are less clear about what should happen when the distractor is presented after the target. As noted in the Introduction, Bompas and Sumner (2011) observed no facilitation or inhibition for small distractors immediately adjacent to the target location, but presented 20-60 ms after the target. To model this null result, they proposed a refractory period (of at least 60 ms) during which a second exogenous signal cannot facilitate a first. The distractor delays in our experiments ($120 ms) greatly exceeded this limit, so our result does not contradict Bompas and Sumner's suggestion. However, it highlights the fact that a full exploration of spatial interactions in saccade target selection will need to include a consideration of the role of stimulus timing.
General conclusions
In four experiments we investigated the effect of distractor size and side upon SRT distributions. In every condition, we recorded a dip in saccade frequency starting around 50-70 ms and lasting up to 120-130 ms after distractor onset, with the dip maximum at about 85 ms (Buonocore & McIntosh, 2008; Edelman & Xu, 2009; Reingold & Stampe, 2002) . The relation between distractor size and dip magnitude was logarithmic, suggesting that the central portion of the distractor makes the greatest contribution to the distractor effect. This relationship interacted with distractor side, such that ipsilateral and contralateral distractors were similarly disruptive at small sizes (<4°), but ipsilateral distractors had greater power at larger sizes. The modulation of this exogenous size effect by distractor side may be primarily attributable to endogenous influences (i.e. top-down attention), occuring at the time of saccade target selection. The possible implications for neuronal-field models of saccade generation have been explored in previous sections.
Here, we would simply reiterate that the investigation of distractor effects should proceed through the detailed analysis of SRT distributions, and not simply through measures of central tendency, as has classically been done. The bimodality induced by distractors should warn strongly against the use of any single measure of central tendency, and the present experiments amply illustrate that such measures give potentially misleading information about the underlying distribution (comparison of Fig. 3D with 3C highlights the very different view of the data that might be reached by considering average SRT alone). One drawback of the distribution-based approach is that many trials are required for reliable estimation of distribution parameters: 240 trials per participant per distractor condition in the present experiments. This would not be practical for all purposes, so in some situations it may remain necessary to rely on average SRT as a gross index of distractor impact. The present experiments offer some reassurance here, since a correlation of dip magnitude with SRT increase (from baseline) across all dip profiles (115 dips across all participants in all distractor conditions of the three experiments) was moderately strong (r = 0.62, p < 0.0005). Nonetheless, there is no simple translation between dip magnitude and average SRT. Thus, where distractor effects are themselves the topic of study, we recommend that experimenters strive for sufficient trial numbers to support detailed analyses of SRT distributions. Using this approach, manipulation of distractor parameters, such as spatial location, salience and, crucially, timing, should provide further important empirical constraints for models of saccade generation.
